Recent studies in rodents have demonstrated that diffusion imaging is highly sensitive to differences in myelination. These studies suggest that demyelination/dysmyelination cause increases in the radial diffusivity from diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) measurements and decreases in the restricted diffusion component from high b-value diffusion-weighted imaging experiments. In this study, the shaking pup (sh pup), a canine model of dysmyelination, was studied on a clinical MRI scanner using a combination of conventional diffusion tensor imaging and high b-value diffusion-weighted imaging methods. Diffusion measurements were compared between control dogs and sh pups in the age range 3 months to 16 months, which is similar to the period of early childhood through adolescence in humans. The study revealed significant group differences in nearly all diffusion measures with the largest differences in the zerodisplacement probability (Po) from high b-value DWI and the radial diffusivity from DTI, which are consistent with the observations from the published rodent studies. Age-related changes in Po, FA, mean diffusivity, radial diffusivity and axial diffusivity were observed in whole brain white matter for the control dogs, but not the sh pups. Regionally, age-related changes in the sh pup white matter were observed for Po, mean diffusivity and radial diffusivity in the internal capsule, which may be indicative of mild myelination. These studies demonstrate that DWI may be used to study myelin abnormalities and brain development in large animal models on clinical MRI scanners, which are more amenable to translation to human studies.
Introduction
Quantitative imaging measures that are both sensitive and specific to white matter (WM) pathophysiology would be extremely valuable. Imaging biomarkers of myelin, in particular, would be extremely helpful for diagnosing, characterizing and monitoring many diseases of the central nervous system including multiple sclerosis (MS) and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). Myelin biomarkers would also be a powerful way of characterizing myelin changes throughout the lifespan, particularly during brain development and maturation.
Magnetic resonance diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is widely used for the study of WM diseases. DTI is non-invasive and can be performed in a relatively short scan time that is acceptable for the clinical setting. The diffusion tensor may be used to characterize the microstructural features of brain tissues, although the model is limited by its assumption of a Gaussian distribution of water diffusion (Basser et al., 1994; Basser and Pierpaoli, 1996) . The mean diffusivity (MD) is inversely related to the density of the tissue membranes and the fractional anisotropy (FA) describes the degree of local coherence of white matter fiber bundles (Beaulieu and Allen, 1994; Ono et al., 1995) . Recent rodent model studies have suggested that decreases in the axial diffusivity (Da) of the diffusion tensor may reflect axonal degeneration, whereas increased radial diffusivity (Dr) appears to be more specific to demyelination (Harsan et al., 2006 (Harsan et al., , 2007 Song et al., 2002; Tyszka et al., 2006) . DTI has been widely used to study diseases that cause demyelination like MS (Ge et al., 2005; Henry et al., 2009; Sundgren et al., 2004) including using the axial and radial diffusivities to characterize axonal and myelin changes, respectively (Budde et al., 2008; Henry et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2006) . DTI has also been used to characterize developmental brain changes through childhood and adolescence in humans (Berman et al., 2005; Davis et al., 2009; Eluvathingal et al., 2007; Hermoye et al., 2006; Miller et al., 2003;  Contents lists available at ScienceDirect NeuroImage j o u r n a l h o m e p a g e : w w w. e l s ev i e r. c o m / l o c a t e / y n i m g Suzuki et al., 2003) , as well as postnatal brain development in mice (Zhang et al., 2005) , rats (Bockhorst et al., 2008) , cats (Baratti et al., 1999) , and rabbits (D'Arceuil et al., 2008) .
However, it has been observed that DTI measures are highly sensitive to several confounds including non-Gaussian diffusion, crossing fibers and imaging noise (Alexander et al., 2001; Mulkern et al., 1999; Pierpaoli and Basser, 1996) . As alternatives to DTI, q-space imaging and diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI) may provide more accurate measurements of complex WM microstructure. The q-space formalism was first introduced by Callaghan (1991) , and recently DSI, an adaptation of this approach on clinical scanners, has been applied to diffusion imaging of the human brain (Assaf et al., 2002; Wedeen et al., 2005; Wu and Alexander, 2007) . DSI acquires diffusionweighted (DW) images at multiple DW directions as well as multiple DW strengths up to moderately high b-values. The DSI approach does not assume any specific model of water diffusion and allows the diffusion distribution (probability density function -PDF) to be directly estimated. The zero displacement probability (Po) of the PDF is a scalar measure describing the degree of water restriction in the tissue (Assaf et al., 2002; Wu and Alexander, 2007) , which appears to be decreased in the normal appearing white matter of patients with MS (Assaf et al., 2002) . Recent studies in myelin deficient rat spinal cord and brain have shown significant changes in q-space measures at high diffusion-weighting (b-values) apparently corresponding to myelin (Bar-Shir et al., 2009 ). Other studies have used q-space imaging methods (including DSI) to study brain development in children (Ben Bashat et al., 2005) and cats (Takahashi et al., 2010 ).
An adaptation of DSI is hybrid diffusion imaging (HYDI), which uses a non-Cartesian q-space encoding scheme, which consists of several concentric spherical shells (Wu et al., 2008; Wu and Alexander, 2007) . The flexibility of this scheme facilitates the application of multiple data analyses including DTI (reconstructed from inner shells) and DSI (reconstructed from whole dataset). In this study, HYDI was used to investigate the effects of myelination and brain maturation in the shaking (sh) pup canine model of dysmyelination. The sh pup has a point mutation in the myelin proteolipid protein (PLP) gene leading to profound hypomyelination (Nadon et al., 1990) and is a large animal model of the human X-linked leukodystrophy PelizaeusMerzbacher Disease (PMD), an X-linked leukodystrophy, in humans. The WM in the sh pup model is diffusely and markedly myelin-deficient, but axons are largely preserved, making this an excellent model for studying the effects of myelin on quantitative imaging without the confounding effects of axonal loss, inflammation or edema, which are common confounders in inflammatory demyelinating models like EAE. Diffusion MRI abnormalities in PMD have been reported in several imaging studies since 1994 (Miller et al., 2010; Ono et al., 1994 Ono et al., , 1997 Sener, 2004) . One strength of this model is that it is a large animal that can be characterized using clinical MRI scanners and conventional pulse sequences; thus the potential for translation to humans is high. HYDI measurements were obtained in both sh pup and control animals over a range of ages (3-16 months), which also permitted the characterization of microstructural changes over a period of brain maturation. It was expected that the control dogs would demonstrate white matter myelination over this age period, whereas the myelin related changes in the sh pup would be minimal. This reductionist disease model may help to disentangle the many confounding pathological changes that occur in MS and other WM diseases and relate them to changes in diffusion properties observable with MR.
Materials and methods

Animal
For the cohort study, seven sh pups and six control littermates were scanned 1, 2 or 3 times at roughly three-month intervals. The ages of the dogs ranged between 3 and 45.6 months for control dogs and between 3 and 21 months for sh pups (average life span for sh pups is~24 months). During the MR scans, the animals were intubated and anesthetized using isofluorene. The protocol was approved and performed under the guidelines of the university animal welfare board (IACCUC). During the scans vital signs were closely monitored by a veterinary anesthesia technologist inside the scanner room.
HYDI acquisition
Quantitative MR experiments were performed on a 3 T GE SIGNA whole body scanner (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI) with a quadrature extremity coil. HYDI was performed using a diffusionweighted, single-shot, spin-echo, EPI (SS-SE-EPI) sequence. The HYDI sampling scheme listed in Table 1 ) of the displacement distribution function were 46 μm and 7.7 μm, respectively. MR images had an in-plane resolution = 1.56 mm (FOV = 150 mm and matrix size = 96 × 96) interpolated to 0.59 mm voxels, 26 contiguous 'coronal' slices with slice thickness = 3 mm from the upper cervical cord to the olfactory bulb. The TE/TR = 130/7500 ms and the total scanning time were approximately 30 min.
HYDI data processing
The second shells of the HYDI acquisition in Table 1 were used for DTI processing and the entire dataset was used for diffusion spectrum processing. DTI measures were post-processed using Camino software (Cook et al., 2006) including fractional anisotropy (FA), mean diffusivity (MD), axial diffusivity (Da), and radial diffusivity (Dr), where Da is the major eigenvalue of the diffusion tensor (DT) and Dr is the average of the medium and minor eigenvalues of DT. The diffusion spectrum was processed using in-house Matlab software as described by Wu et al. (2008) . The diffusion probability density function (PDF) was summarized using the zero displacement probability, Po, which is a measure of restricted diffusion. In the healthy adult brain, Po is greater in white matter (WM) than gray matter (GM) because WM has more restricting barriers including multi-layer myelin sheaths, axonal membranes, and the microtubules (cytoskeleton). The Po measure appears to be relatively insensitive to WM fiber crossings, which cause reductions in the fractional anisotropy (FA) of DTI.
Brain extraction using manual tracing methods was performed on the MR images prior to image analysis. WM tissues were segmented by two-stage segmentation using the FAST algorithm (Zhang et al., 2001) in the FSL toolbox developed by FMRIB (Oxford Center for Functional MRI of the Brian). First, a 2-class segmentation was done on MD to separate CSF from parenchyma. Second, a 2-class segmentation was done using FA to separate WM and GM. FA was hyperintense in WM for both control and sh pup animals, which made it the best candidate for segmentation. This segmentation approach, which did not rely on predefined FA and MD thresholds, generated consistent white matter masks for all animals in both groups. To obtain more anatomically specific measurements, manual ROI analyses were also performed at the bilateral internal capsules (IC) and bilateral caudate nuclei (CN). The former is intended to specifically assess a large region of compact white matter and the latter is to evaluate deep brain gray matter. Diffusion measures of WM were compared between controls and sh pups and characterized across the age range.
Statistical analyses
All the DW measures of both whole brain WM and ROIs were regressed on age using nonlinear and linear regression analyses with the weighted least square (WLS) method. The nonlinear model is
and the linear model is
For the linear regression, only scans between 3 and 16 months were considered because this age range represents a period of relatively rapid brain maturation (roughly equivalent to infancy through adolescence in humans), as evidenced by a plateau in the age-related diffusion changes observed at~16 months in normal dogs. The linear models were compared between sh and control pups and were tested using ANOVAs. Statistical significance was assessed at a p-value less than 0.05.
Results
The geometric means of diffusion-weighted signals at different levels of diffusion weighting are depicted in Fig. 1 . The contrast between gray matter (GM) and white matter (WM) appears quite different for all levels of diffusion-weighting. At high diffusionweighting the WM of the control pup still had significant signal, which was absent in the sh pup.
Typical HYDI maps (i.e. Po) and DTI maps (i.e. FA, MD, Da, Dr) for a sh pup and a control dog are shown in Fig. 2 . In the control dog, Po is clearly greater in WM, which was not true for the sh pup. The Dr of WM is also obviously increased in the sh pup. The appearances of the contrast for the FA, MD and Da maps are similar for both groups. This supports previous observations that ordered axonal structures yield anisotropic diffusion even in the absence of myelin. The relatively preserved gray-white contrast on FA maps of sh pups relative to controls was useful for segmenting the WM.
Most diffusion measures demonstrated highly significant group differences in WM when all ages were considered together (Table 2) . Po showed the greatest relative group difference in WM (37-45% decrease in sh pup), followed by Dr, FA, and MD and finally Da. In the caudate nucleus (CN), Po, MSD, FA and Da were all significantly reduced in the sh pup although the effect size was smaller than in WM.
The age and group effects on the diffusion measures are summarized in Figs , where Po increased rapidly over the first 10 months and then plateaued at around 11-15 months (Fig. 3 ). The nonlinear model was not significant for the other measures in controls. We did not have measurements at older ages (N16 months) in the sh pups to characterize nonlinear aging effects in that group.
For WBWM up to 16 months, the linear model showed significant age-related increases in Po and FA, and decreases in MD, Da, and Dr in the control dogs, but not the sh pups (Fig. 4) . The estimated parameters of linear model for the IC ROI are listed in Table 3 . In the IC ROI (Table 3 and Fig. 5 ), Po significantly increased with age and both MD and Dr decreased with age for both sh pups and control dogs. The age-related change in Po was significantly greater for the control dogs than in the sh pups (p = 0.0457); however, the slopes of MD or Dr were not significantly different between groups (Table 3) . FA and Da did not show significant age-related changes for either group. Interestingly in the CN (Fig. 6) , the control dogs demonstrated a significant increase in Po and decreases in MD and Dr with age.
Discussion
In this study, a large-animal dysmyelination model, the sh pup, was used to investigate the sensitivity of high b-value diffusion imaging to the presence of myelin in white matter. Significant group differences in both WBWM and internal capsule WM were observed for most of the measures. Both the Po and Dr measures showed the largest relative group differences ( Table 2) diffusivity, Dr, measurements in the sh pups are consistent with studies in dysmyelination models like the shiverer mouse and the jimpy mouse (Harsan et al., 2006 (Harsan et al., , 2007 Song et al., 2002; Tyszka et al., 2006) , the myelin deficient (md) rat brain and spinal cord (Bar-Shir et al., 2009; Biton et al., 2007) , and with abnormal diffusion anisotropy reported in humans with PMD (Miller et al., 2010; Ono et al., 1994 Ono et al., , 1997 Sener, 2004) . It is believed that Dr is a fairly specific biomarker of myelin (Song et al., 2002) although its validity in regions of complex crossing WM has been questioned (Wheeler-Kingshott and Cercignani, 2009). Increased axial diffusivity, Da, in white matter was also observed in this study (Table 2) , which is consistent with observations in fixed, post-mortem spinal cord and brain specimens from the md rat (Bar-Shir et al., 2009; Biton et al., 2007) and the jimpy mouse white matter in vivo (Harsan et al., 2007) . However, these observations are inconsistent with the reported lack of Da changes by Song et al. (2002) in the shiverer mouse model of dysmyelination. It is has been assumed that axial diffusivity differences are associated with axonal changes (Harsan et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2006) ; though this hypothesis is based upon models of brain injury (Sun et al., 2006) and may not reflect abnormalities in brain development. Consequently, the specific mechanism for Da changes remains unclear.
The results for the high b-value HYDI data demonstrated significantly reduced restricted diffusion, Po, in the sh pup, consistent with previous q-space measurements in fixed tissue specimens from the md rat brain and spinal cord (Bar-Shir et al., 2009; Biton et al., 2007) . These studies suggest that changes in myelin are the primary mechanism for the differences in Po. These studies also examined the effects of diffusion time on the measurements in both the md rat and control animals. The brain study revealed no significant group differences in mean displacements for 'short' diffusion times (40 ms) but significantly reduced displacements for diffusion times of 100 ms or longer. However, in fixed spinal cord with short diffusion times (40-50 ms), the same group has reported significant reductions in Po for the md rat (Biton et al., 2006; . Direct comparisons with the studies in the md rat are limited by the differences in the tissue (in vivo vs. fixed) and the diffusion imaging parameters (wide diffusion pulses vs. narrow pulses).
Another potential mechanism for the reduced Po in the sh pup white matter may be differences in the axons as well. Researchers have hypothesized that the restricted diffusion signal at high b-values primarily originates from the intra-axonal compartment (Assaf and Basser, 2005; Assaf and Cohen, 2000) , which is supported by recent, elegant studies of axonal diameter both ex vivo and in vivo (Assaf et al., 2008; Barazany et al., 2009) . Reductions in the axonal diameter have been reported in jimpy mice with white matter dysmyelination (Harsan et al., 2006) . The water permeability between the intra-and extra-axonal spaces may also be increased in the case of unmyelinated axons, which may decrease the amount of restricted diffusion. There are other cell types (oligodendrocytes, astrocytes) and membranes (intracellular, vascular) in the white matter which could also influence diffusion and be affected in the sh pup.
In the control sample, an age-related plateau was observed in white matter Po starting at around 12-16 months (Fig. 3) . In the 3-16 months age range, the whole brain white matter showed linear changes in all the diffusion measures in controls, but not sh pups (Fig. 4) . These linear age-related changes are consistent with agerelated DTI changes in humans up through adolescence (Berman et al., 2005; Davis et al., 2009; Eluvathingal et al., 2007; Hermoye et al., 2006; Miller et al., 2003; Suzuki et al., 2003) . These developmental changes in diffusion measures may reflect a combination of myelination, increased axonal density, and/or increased axonal diameters. For the measurements in the internal capsule (Fig. 5) , Po, MD and Dr (but not FA or Da) showed significant age-related changes for both controls and sh pups although, for Po, the age effects were significantly larger in the Fig. 2 . Maps of diffusion measures of a pair of 3 months old littermate control and sh pup. Notations: Po: zero displacement probability; FA: fractional anisotropy; MD: mean diffusivity; Da: axial diffusivity; Dr. radial diffusivity. Number of scans: control: 11 and sh: 12; age range from 3 to 45.6 months. The age distributions of the two groups were not significantly different from each other. diff: the percentage of mean difference to control pup's mean, where "mean difference" is defined as the mean of diffusion measures of the sh group minus the mean of the control group.
Bold fonts indicate significant group difference with p-value b 0.05.
control. The radial diffusivity changes in the internal capsule of the sh pups may reflect myelination changes with age. Although the sh pups are clearly less myelinated than the control dogs, they do develop some myelin. The group differences in the diffusion measures appeared to be consistent across the range of ages examined. Another interesting observation is that in the region of gray matter that was evaluated, several of the diffusion measures (Po, FA and Da) were also abnormal in the sh pup sample including differences in the developmental trajectories of Po, MD, and Dr (Fig. 6 ). These differences suggest that the disease process in sh pups is not limited to the white matter.
The profound differences in white matter myelination of the brain between representative control and sh pup dogs are illustrated in Fig. 7 . Histologic myelin staining shows reversal of contrast between white matter and gray matter in the sh pup. Light microscopy of internal capsule cross-sections confirmed similar axonal distributions in both control (2 year old) and sh pups (~1 month old), but significantly less myelin in the sh pups. Myelination slightly increased in the sh pup with age ( Fig. 7(d) to (f)), though the axons remained much less myelinated than the control dogs (Fig. 7(c) and (e)). These group differences and age-related changes are consistent with the trends observed for the Po and Dr measurements in the internal capsule for our sample (Fig. 5) . Previous published studies that compared the CNS development of sh pups with wild type (control) dogs reported some increased myelination (but much reduced relative to the wild type) in the brain and spinal cord of the sh pup with age, though this was only studied up to 10 weeks in the brain but out to 2 years in the cord (Griffiths et al., 1981 ; Nadon and Duncan, The last column (sh-con) is the comparison of estimates in the linear model between the sh pup group and control group using ANOVA. Bold fonts indicate significant fit with p-value b 0.05. The age of pups ranges from 3 to 16 months. 1996). This hypomyelination is caused by a point mutation in the myelin proteolipid protein (PLP) gene that inhibits the development of mature oligodendrocytes (Nadon et al., 1990) and reduces the production of myelin proteins (PLP and myelin basic protein) in the sh pup (Nadon and Duncan, 1996) . Other glia including astrocytes appear unaffected. These myelin deficits are more representative of dysmyelination rather than demyelination as there is no evidence of myelin debris or inflammation. Despite the significant hypomyelination, the distribution of axonal diameters in the sh pup appears similar to the wild type (Duncan et al., 1983 ) though this has not been quantitatively characterized. Both DSI (HYDI) and DTI measures Po and Dr, respectively, demonstrated significant sensitivity to both group and age maturation effects, which suggests that both approaches may be useful for characterizing myelin differences in human populations. DTI is now widely available on most clinical MRI scanners and its application in clinical and research studies are rapidly growing. The acquisition of DTI data is fairly rapid (on the order of 5-10 min for whole brain studies). However, DTI measures are highly sensitive to partial volume averaging between different tissues including crossing white matter tracts. This causes Dr to be highly heterogeneous across WM for reasons that are unrelated to myelination. Conversely, the Po measure from DSI or HYDI is relatively insensitive to fiber crossing (Wu et al., 2008) so it is more straightforward to compare Po measurements across brain areas as well as between subjects. Challenges associated with the application of DSI methods include the large gradients necessary for very high diffusion-weighting, the low signal to noise (and noise bias) in images with high diffusionweighting, and the long scan times associated with the acquisition of a large number of encoding directions. If Po is the only DSI measure of interest, then the acquisition time may be significantly reduced by only acquiring the data from the single outer shell, which makes the acquisition time more comparable to that of DTI (Hosseinbor et al., 2010) .
Conclusions
High b-value and DTI measurements were investigated in a large animal model of dysmyelination and brain development on a clinical MRI scanner. Studies like this are critical for translation of quantitative MRI methods to clinical populations. In this study, dysmyelination caused a decrease in the most restricted diffusion as derived from high b-value measurements and an increase in radial diffusivity and a smaller relative increase in axial diffusivities as derived from tensorbased measurements. The observations are consistent with previous measurements in rodent models of dysmyelination. The specific mechanisms of the diffusion changes -differences in myelin or axons or a combination of both -are still unclear. Further imaging studies with histopathologic correlation are being performed, which should help to disambiguate the specific mechanisms of diffusion related changes with myelination and axons.
